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Welcome 
Annual 
Report 2020 

 
 
 
 
 

Wales Gene Park is 
an infrastructure 
support group 
funded by Welsh 

Government through 
Health and Care 
Research Wales, 

hosted by Cardiff 
University. 

 

 

 
Whilst we have put this report 
together in COVID-19 related 
lock-down, the report represents 
an overview of Wales Gene Park 
(WGP) activities during the 2019-
2020 period of Welsh 
Government funding. WGP is an 
integral part of Genomics 
Partnership Wales, an initiative 
that is delivering the Welsh 
Government’s Genomics for 
Precision Medicine Strategy. 

Genomics Partnership Wales is 
bringing together partners to 
harness the potential 
of genomics to improve the 
health, wellbeing and 
prosperity of the people of 
Wales. 

WGP provides collaborative 
access to state-of-the-art 
technologies for researchers 
in Wales and provides 
innovative initiatives to 
educate and engage health 
professionals and the public 
in Wales and beyond. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Dr Karen Reed  

Co-Director and Operations 
Manager, Wales Gene Park 
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Foreword 
Harnessing Genetics and Genomics to Advance 
Research, Healthcare, Education and Innovation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This annual report 
sets out the value 
and impact of the 
extensive portfolio of 

work undertaken by 
the Wales Gene Park. 
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A key element of what the Wales Gene 
Park does is to help biomedical 
researchers in Wales access genomic 
technologies. This year we have 
generated sequencing data for 47 
genomic projects, provided 
bioinformatics support for 71 projects 
and supported external research grants 
bringing in over £10.3M to Wales.  
 
Another key goal of the Wales Gene Park 
is to promote understanding of the 
opportunities and challenges raised by 
genomics. Wales Gene Park has arranged 
89 events for health professionals, 
patients, schools, colleges, and 
community groups in the past year with 
more than 5,500 people attending. The 
work of our Education and Engagement 
team has swiftly moved online during 
the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
 
 
 

Wales Gene Park continues to evolve and 
adapt in challenging times. This year has 
seen some big changes to the team – not 
least the handover of the directorship 
from Prof Julian Sampson. On behalf of 
the whole team I would like to thank Prof 
Sampson for his enthusiastic leadership 
of Wales Gene Park since 2001. It is a 
privilege and a bit daunting to take over 
from him – but I am being carefully 
supervised by Dr Karen Reed and Angela 
Burgess! 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Dr Andrew Fry 
Director, Wales Gene Park 
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A word from our 
Patient & Public Representatives 

 
 

The outbreak of Coronavirus has 
undoubtedly affected us all 
including the Wales Gene Park team 
over the last few months. The team 
are currently dealing with managing 
restructuring Wales Gene Park 
associated with the new funding 
period, recruitments being put on 
hold, maintaining the throughput of 
data and ongoing research whilst 
new and innovative ways of 
working are developed and 
implemented. Working from home 
where possible and virtual meetings 
are becoming the norm. 
 
Significant progress has been made 
on all of the aims and objectives for 
Wales Gene Park in the last funding 
round. 

As we start the next funded 
period, to 2023, I am confident 
that the team will endeavour to 
meet and where possible exceed 
the objectives agreed.  
 
Better understanding following 
research can lead to publication, 
presentation and dissemination of 
information. A fantastic example 
of this was a research study 
defining cancer risks in people 
with Lynch Syndrome. This study 
has provided a better evidence 
base for genetic counselling, 
testing and cancer surveillance in 
patients with Lynch Syndrome. 
These findings are currently being 
used to revise International 
clinical management guidelines.

As a patient representative on 
the Wales Gene Park Strategic 
Advisory Group, raising the 
profile of rare disease with the 
Senedd and the general public 
must be high in our priorities. 
Together with collaboratively 
working with researchers 
nationally and internationally to 
support and promote Wales’ 
genetic and genomic research. 

 

Perry James,  

Patient 
Representative 
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Being a patient representative in the Wales Gene Park 
is a proud position, knowing you are part of a very 
positive, rare disease and genomic ecosystem. 
It is immensely rewarding to see mentions of the work 
of WGP via many media sources. 
Along with opportunities that WGP engage in, 
educating the general public on genetics and genomics 
is a very popular strand of their work, and continues to 
engage with many from within the community. 

 
Alan Thomas, Patient Representative 
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Introduction 
 
 

Wales Gene Park is an 
infrastructure support group 
funded by the Welsh 
Government through Health and 
Care Research Wales. We 
support, promote and perform 
Medical Genetic and Genomic 
Research of the highest quality, 
and work to ensure its 
translation for the benefit of 
patients and public in Wales and 
beyond. 

Mission 

 
 

• To promote and facilitate Welsh 
Medical Genetic and Genomic 
Research and its application to 
improve health and wealth in 
Wales 

• To engage the public and health 
professionals to improve 
understanding of the opportunities 
and challenges arising through 
genetics and genomics 

Aims 
 
 

Wales Gene Park works to support 
the implementation of the Welsh 
Government’s Genomics for 
Precision Medicine Strategy by: 

• Promoting and facilitating high 
quality genetic and genomic health 
research in Wales 

• Ensuring seamless translation of 
advances in genetics and genomics 
to improve NHS services and 
commercialization 

• Ensuring the informed involvement 
of patients, public and professionals 
in the development of genomic 
medicine in Wales 
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Wales Gene Park 
Strategic Objectives 

 
 
 
 

Expertise and infrastructure 
To develop and provide expertise and infrastructure that will help Wales compete at the 
forefront of genetic and genomic research in its areas of priority and strength, in particular 
by supporting Health and Care Research Wales funded research activities and programmes. 
 
 
Support Welsh researchers 
To support Welsh researchers through the provision of conventional and novel applications 
of Next Generation Sequencing, transgenic and genome editing technologies, focusing on 
areas of research and clinical expertise and patient needs in Wales. 
 
 
Drive the development of Genomic Medicine in Wales 
To drive the development of genomic medicine in Wales, focusing particularly on 
translational genetic research in common and rare disorders in which Wales has research 
strength. 
 
 
Leadership 
To provide leadership in rare genetic disease research by helping set priorities, engaging 
patients and families, promoting research collaboration using existing Welsh Government, NHS 
and Higher Education Institution mechanisms and by creating stronger links with industry. 
 
 
Help Wales develop capacity in genomics 
To help Wales develop capacity to undertake genomic analysis on a significant scale and 
support the linkage of genomic information to clinical data and other relevant data sets. 
 
 
Awareness and understanding 
To enhance public and professional awareness and understanding of health-related genetic 
and genomic research and the opportunities and challenges this research brings. 

 

 

www.walesgenepark.cardiff.ac.uk 
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Resources and Wales Gene Park Structure 

The Wales Gene Park annual budget employs 22 staff (17.8 full time equivalent), who are 

supported by senior academics, experts from the NHS in Wales, managers and administrative 
staff from the host institution, Cardiff University. 

 

Wales Gene Park Structure April 2019-April 2020.  

 
Budget breakdown 2019-2020 across Wales Gene Park activity 
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7% 

 
 

Work Package 1 

22% 
 
 
 

Work Package 2 

42% 

 
 
 

Work Package 3 

 



 
 
 

  
Who’s Who and Key Partners 2019-2020 

 
 

Academic Partners 

• Cardiff University 

• Swansea University 

• Bangor University 

• Aberystwyth University 

• Glyndwr University 

• University of South Wales 
 
 

NHS Partners 

• Cardiff and Vale University Health Board 

• All Wales Medical Genomics Service 
 
 

Commercial Partners 

• Agilent Technologies 

• Alexion Pharmaceuticals, Inc. 

• AstraZeneca 

• Atos Life Sciences 

• Bayer AG 

• BioVitas Capital Ltd 

• Calithera Biosciences, Inc. 

• Cellesce Ltd.® 

• Gaia Technologies 

• Genentech 

• GW Pharmaceuticals plc 

• Merck KGaA 

• Myriad Genetics, Inc 

• Nanoether Discovery Science Ltd 

• New England BioLabs, (UK) Ltd 

• Novartis Pharmaceuticals 

Third Sector Funders and Partners 

• Bowel Cancer West 

• Bowel Cancer Wales 

• Cancer Research UK 

• Cancer Research Wales 

• Genetic Alliance UK 

• Pathological Society (GB & Ireland) 

• Rare Disease UK 

• SWAN UK 

• Techniquest 

• Tenovus Cancer Care 

• The Wellcome Trust 

• Tuberous Sclerosis Alliance (USA) 

• Tuberous Sclerosis Association (UK) 

Strategic Advisory Group 

• Chair: Professor Colin Dayan, School of 
Medicine, Cardiff University 

• Mr Ifan Evans, Director - Technology, Digital & 
Transformation, Welsh Government 

• Dr Rob Orford, CSO Health, Welsh Government 

• Professor Julian Hopkin CBE, Experimental 
Medicine, Swansea University 

• Professor Malcolm Mason OBE, College of 
Biomedical and Life Sciences, Cardiff 
University 

• Jayne Spink, Chief Executive, Genetic Alliance 
UK 

• Dr Mick Hunter, CSO and Director of 
Development at Atopix and CEO at Orca 
Pharmaceuticals 

• Dr Clive Morgan, Cardiff and Vale University 
Health Board 

• Catrin Middleton/Michaela John, Genomics 
Partnership Wales.  

• Sian Morgan, Head of Laboratory at the NHS 
All Wales Medical Genomics Service 
Laboratory 

 
 

Patient Representatives 

• Mr Perry James 

• Mr Alan Thomas 
 
 

Executive Management Team 2019-2020 

• Professor Julian Sampson, Director 

• Dr Karen Reed, Operations Manager 

• Ms Sherrie Witts, Finance Manager 

• Dr Hywel Williams, Impact Lead 

• Dr Kevin Ashelford, Bioinformatics Lead 

• Professor Ros John, Genome Editing Lead 

• Dr Ming Shen, Transgenics Lead 

• Mrs Angela Burgess, Education and 
Engagement Lead 

• Mrs Emma Hughes, Genetic Alliance Policy 
and Engagement Manager 
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Lay Summary 
 
 
 

 

Wales Gene Park is an infrastructure support group funded by Welsh Government through Health and Care 
Research Wales. During the 2019-2020 reporting period we supported research via three work packages and 
through the provision of technical support, research governance and patient recruitment activities associated with 
several genetics research studies registered on the Health and Care Research Wales Clinical Research Portfolio. 

 
 

Work Package 1 

Genome Editing and Transgenics 

Making and using pre-clinical 
models of disease through 
genome editing and related 
methods 

Work Package 2 

Genomic Facility 

Sequencing and analysing 
genomic information in 
collaboration with researchers 

Work Package 3 

Education and Engagement 

Enhancing awareness and 
understanding of health-related 
genetic and genomic research 
for the public and health 
professionals 

 
 
 
 

71 
Projects 

supported by 
Genomics Facility 

Samples 
Banked 

50 

 
 

366 TB 
Genomic Data 

stored 

 
 

Research 
Publications 

39 
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Developing models of disease 
Before new treatments can be trialled in the clinic, 
evidence from pre-clinical work is needed. At Wales 
Gene Park we help researchers generate new 
genetic models of disease to undertake this pre-
clinical work. We have supported 6 research 
groups in the areas of cancer, arthritis research, 
neurodevelopmental disorders, neurodegeneration, 
epigenetics and prenatal determinants of health 
later in life. 

Pre-clinical trials 
Wales Gene Park also undertook pre-clinical trials 
for rare diseases in collaboration with several drug 
companies. This work uses genetically modified 
mouse models and human patient samples. Such 
trials have tested four new drug combinations for 
the treatment of kidney tumours, adding to the 
scientific knowledge and informing future clinical 
trials. 

Clinical Research 
Access to patient samples and clinical data is 
essential for clinical research. Wales Gene Park 
manages the study governance, patient 
recruitment and organising of study data for three 
UK Clinical Research Network (UKCRN)/Health and 
Care Research Wales Clinical Research Portfolio 
projects in rare diseases.  Through banking 
samples from patients with cancer or rare diseases, 
we have also supported four laboratory-based 
research projects that aim to improve future NHS 
diagnostics. 

Sequencing provision 
Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) is a powerful, 
cost-effective, time-efficient technique used to 
sequence genes and genomes. At Wales Gene Park 
we use sequencing machines within Cardiff 
University and the NHS All Wales Medical 
Genomics Services (AWMGS) to generate sequence 
data for researchers. We have supported 47 
research projects, 56% of projects were for cancer 
biology and/or rare disease-related research, the 
rest were for other common diseases including 
arthritis, anti-microbial resistance and Alzheimer’s 
projects. 

 
Bioinformatic analysis 
Bioinformatics is the science of analysing complex 
biological data, such as genomic sequence data, 
using computers. At Wales Gene Park, our team of 
four bioinformaticians have supported 71 research 
projects this year and provided access to 
computing capacity to a further 22 researchers. 
Wales Gene Park is now custodian to over 366 
terabytes of sequencing data held on behalf of 
researchers across Wales. 
 
Raising awareness 
Genomics is fast becoming part of our health care 
system. The Wales Gene Park Education and 
Engagement team run many events to raise 
awareness and understanding of these advances. 
This year, through 89 events organised by Wales 
Gene Park, we have reached: 

• 957 Health Professionals: 33 events 
• 1986 Schools/Colleges students/teachers: 

14 events 
• 3617 Public/Patients: 62 events 

Additionally, Wales Gene Park’s interactive stand 
has been exhibited at many external events for the 
public, schools, professionals, patients and 
families. 

Supporting Policy and Working with patients with 
rare disease 
The Wales Gene Park Education and Engagement 
team oversee the Welsh Rare Disease Patient 
Network, ensuring patients are informed of, and 
effectively represented in, development of 
appropriate Welsh Government health and social 
care policies. 

2019 saw the launch of the cross-party group for 
rare, genetic and undiagnosed conditions. This 
work supports the implantation of the Welsh 
Government’s Genomics for Precision Medicine 
strategy. 
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Purpose 
Transgenics (making changes to the genetic 
material by introducing new DNA sequences) 
and genome editing (making direct changes to 
the genetic material) enable the generation of 
new pre-clinical models of disease. Wales 
Gene Park supports research by using these 
technologies for the production and use of 
pre-clinical models. While these pre-clinical 
models can take several forms, at Wales Gene 
Park we have expertise using genetically 
modified mouse models (GEMM’s), and 
patient-derived cell lines including human 
induced pluripotent stem cells (human iPSCs) 
for research. iPSC technology puts patients at 
the heart of functional genomics research 
because these cells can be generated from a 
patient’s or control’s own cells such as skin 
cells. Genome editing within iPSCs enables 
researchers to investigate the causes of 
disease and provides a platform for testing 
potential therapies. 
The outputs from this work package span 
mechanistic to pre-clinical therapeutic 
research. The models generated form the 
basis for many external research funding 
applications. This work also generates 
evidence that informs the development of 
clinical trials in patients. 

Core Activities 

• Utilising CRISPR (Clustered 
Regularly Interspersed Short 
Palindromic Repeats) genome 
editing technology to generate new 
models of disease for research 

• Growing human iPS cells 

• Embryonic Stem (ES) cell derivation 
from genetically modified mouse 
models 

• Consultation for researchers 
requiring support in ES cell and 
genome editing techniques 

• Use of GM models for research into 
disease mechanisms and pre-
clinical trials
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Work Package 1:  
Genome Editing & Transgenics 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supporting research 
across Wales and 
beyond 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

“Wales Gene Park support my research looking to 
understand the genetic changes that cause 
inherited diseases using patient derived organoids.” 
Miss Angharad Walters, PhD student, Division of Cancer and Genetics, Cardiff 



 
 

 

Progress 
The use of human induced pluripotent stem cell 
(human iPSCs) technology for research is now an 
established core activity of the Wales Gene Park 
portfolio of skills. The combination of these skills 
with genome editing activity (using CRISPR 
technology) allows us to support the research 
community in Wales to generate novel pre-
clinical models of disease. 
Working with Prof Nick Allen, Cardiff School of 
Biosciences, Prof Ros John, Wales Gene Park 
Genome Editing lead and Mrs B Allen, Genome 
Editing Research Manager, WGP are culturing 
human iPSCs, CRISPR editing, characterising and 
cryo-preserving novel edited cell lines. 
 
Novel clones of genetically modified human iPS 
cells have been established targeting genes 
implicated in Alzheimer's and Huntington's 
Diseases.   These include the targeting of genes 
recently confirmed to provide high genetic risk of 
developing dementia.  WGP is also establishing 
fluorescent reporter technologies for use in iPSC 
models that will facilitate their uses in assay 
development and phenotypic screening.   
In this line of work, Wales Gene Park genome 
editing facility has also supported training for 
Masters students and PhD students in Cardiff and 
visiting PhD students from Bristol University and 
UCL.  
Additionally, support and training has been 
provided to research groups with the previously 
generated transgenic mouse lines. This includes 
cryopreservation of embryos and sperm, (2 
groups), training in cryopreservation techniques 
(1 group), experimental embryo transfer for 
behavioural analysis (1 group), providing tissue 
for research (3 groups, 2 Cardiff University, 1 
Switzerland). 
 
 

 
 
Dr Ming Shen leads on pre-clinical trials for rare 
diseases and cancer using GEMMs for TSC-
associated kidney tumours. TSC (Tuberous 
Sclerosis Complex) is a rare disease that causes 
the growth of benign tumours in different organs 
of the body, including the brain, lungs, heart, 
kidneys, skin and eyes. Dr Shen’s research team 
have investigated the role of several genes in 
tumour development in the kidney by 
conditionally deleting genes in the kidneys in 
models that are pre-disposed to develop kidney 
tumours. Also, in collaboration with several drug 
companies, they have undertaken pre-clinical 
trials involving new drugs, re-profiling of 
established drugs and testing new drug 
combinations that offer the prospect of improved 
treatment options. 
Rapamycin is a drug that is currently used as a 
treatment for TSC and works by inhibiting one of 
the cellular pathways known as mTOR signalling, 
that tumour cells rely on for growth. Dr Shen’s 
team have used GEMMs to test multiple different 
drug combinations that would target this, and 
other cellular pathways needed for growth and 
processes that promote tumour formation. The 
latest findings have shown that both rapamycin 
and a novel mTOR inhibitor AZD2014, can 
suppress the transition of epithelia cells into 
other cell types (a process known as EMT), and in 
doing so can block tumour formation. These 
findings have important implications for 
developing new treatment options. This work has 
been published in Neoplasia 
(DOI: 10.1016/j.neo.2019.05.003). 

 

Outcomes 

• Advising on CRISPR guide design and 
techniques. (6 groups – 4 Cardiff University, 
1 Bristol University GW4 collaboration, 1 
UCL)  

• Collaborative support for 2 funding 
applications  

• 4 publications adding to scientific 
knowledge 
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Purpose 
The Genomic Facility provides access to 
competitive and flexible Next Generation 
Sequencing (NGS) for researchers in Wales 
together with expert bioinformatics support. 
 
By providing these technologies, Wales Gene 
Park improves the quality and quantity of 
genomic research undertaken in Wales and 
ensures a greater proportion of externally 
awarded research funding is spent in Wales. 
The Genomics Facility also supports 
innovation by contributing to collaborations 
with the Pharma and Biotech sectors. 

Core Activities 

• NGS of DNA and RNA 

• Bespoke bioinformatic analysis for 
novel sequencing applications 

• Pipeline analysis of standard data 
outputs (genomes, exomes etc.) 

• Computing, processing and data 
storage for genomic medicine research 

• Contribution to healthcare 
professional education 
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Work Package 2:  
Genomic Facility 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Flexible competitively 
priced NGS for medical 
genetics and genomics 
research 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

“Wales Gene Park has provided a high  
throughput sequencing resource required for us 
to sequence and compare the genomes of 
thousands of bacteria at a time, or extreme 
numbers of microbial communities, so that we 
can elucidate and monitor the effects the 
microbial world has on human health and 
agriculture.” 

Dr Matt Hitchings 
Swansea University 
Medical School 

  



Progress 
Wales Gene Park supports research projects 
involving genomic analyses through the provision 
of: 
i) Next Generation Sequencing,  
ii) bioinformatics analysis, 
iii)  computing capacity and 
iv)  secure, robust data storage. 
 
During 2019-2020, the Wales Gene Park Genomics 
Facility Laboratory team produced and provided 
NGS data for 47 research projects from 32 different 
research groups. The majority of projects, 56%, 
were for cancer biology and/or rare disease related 
research. Research for a range of other common 
diseases including arthritis, diabetes and 
Alzheimer’s disease, as well as projects looking at 
microbial genomics and antibiotic resistance, 
accounted for the remainder. Additionally, support 
and quotes for work were provided for 31 projects 
and 10 grant applications. 
 
Over the past year the transition from using an 
Illumina HiSeq4000 instrument, to an Illumina 
NovaSeq6000 system, has increased the sequencing 
capacity and speed of sequencing runs.   
 
The Wales Gene Park Genomics Bioinformatics 
team provided analysis and other support for 71 
projects during the 2019-2020 reporting period. 
More in-depth bespoke analysis was provided for 
38 projects (54%), standard workflow analyses was 
required for 3 projects (4%), advice and training to 
researchers was provided for 4 projects (6%) and 26 
projects (37%) involved quality control analysis of 
sequencing data before the data was sent to 
researchers to perform their own analyses. 
 

 
 

 
44% of analysed projects were for cancer 
research, 17% concerned infection and immunity, 
14% involved rare disease research, 10% 
investigated microbial genomics and/or anti-
microbial resistance, 4% were for 
neurodevelopment disorders and 3% arthritis 
research. 69 out of the 71 projects have involved 
analysis on data generated in-house by the 
Wales Gene Park Genomics Facility Laboratory. 
 
Novel analysis methods employed by the 
bioinformatics team over the last year have 
included calling HLA types from exome datasets, 
the generation of mutation signatures from 
bowel cancer patients linking with their smoking 
history, analysis of samples deriving from patient 
derived xenografts (samples contain a mix of 
patient and host sequence data), investigations 
of methods to identify internal tandem 
duplicates from NGS data in acute myeloid 
leukaemia patients, and a further development of 
previously reported machine learning methods 
looking at prediction of survival in prostate 
cancer patients using candidate biomarkers. 
 
22 researchers have made use of the dedicated 
Wales Gene Park compute resources for 
Genomics researchers hosted by Supercomputing 
Wales during the 2019-2020 reporting period.  A 
total of 175 researchers and students have now 
requested and have been given access to these 
resources to support their research.  Wales Gene 
Park is now custodian to over 366 terabytes of 
sequencing data held on behalf of researchers 
across Wales and has provided 304 terabytes of 
storage to other Welsh research groups. 

 
 
Outcomes 

• NGS provision via collaborative partnerships for 
47 research projects from 32 different research 
groups 

• Provided specialist supercomputing 
infrastructure to 22 researchers 

• In collaboration with the Human Gene 
Mutation Database (HGMD) we have developed 
a new machine learning algorithm to better 
automate curation of databases relied on for 
genetic diagnosis
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• 
• 
• 
• 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Purpose 
Wales Gene Park carries out a wide portfolio of 
activities in professional and public education and 
engagement. The programme provides 
opportunities for engagement and involvement of 
patients and families in research, service 
development health and social care policy. 
Wales Gene Park’s education activities draw on 
expertise in the Welsh Higher Education 
Institutions and NHS, and on the wider UK and 
international genomics community. 

Core Activities 

• Education and engagement events via 
public and schools’ programmes 

• Management of networks of interested 
parties in each area of engagement and the 
members of each network continue to 
increase in number 

• Recruitment to Health and Care Research 
Wales and NIHR genetics clinical research 
studies 

• Approved continuing professional 
development (CPD) in genetics and 
genomics for those working in healthcare 
and allied professions 

• Public input to Welsh Government policy in 
genetics and genomics 
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Work Package 3:  
Education and Engagement 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

“Fantastic to be at the #RareDiseaseDay2020 
@rarediseaseUK Wales reception... talking about the real 
challenges people face with rare and undiagnosed 
conditions.” 
Menai Owen-Jones, CEO of The Pituitary Foundation  
Rare Disease Day Annual Reception at the Senedd  

Rare Disease Day Annual Reception at the Senedd, Feb 2020. 
Left-Right: Jayne Spink (Chief Executive Genetic Alliance UK), Sioned Lewis (Patient 
advocate who spoke about her experiences of a rare pituitary condition), Graham 
Shortland (Chair of the Welsh Rare Diseases Implementation Group).  
 



Progress 
In spite of impact of ongoing 
coronavirus pandemic, we have 
continued to provide a full, varied 
programme of activities throughout this 
reporting year.  Whilst social distancing 
means that education and engagement 
events must inevitably be different for 
the foreseeable future, we continue to 
build on our successes of this year, 
embracing other ways to ensure WGP 
maintains contact with its various 
audiences until ‘regular service’ is 
resumed. 

 

Public 
A range of events were held for public 
groups across Wales. These included: 

 

Annual Genetics & Genomics for the 3rd 
Generation (3G) public conferences 
The 4th Annual 3G conferences took 
place in Cardiff and Wrexham. These 
events continue to grow in popularity 
and are open to members of the public 
with an interest in DNA, genetics, 
genomics and associated topics. They 
are specifically aimed at the over-50s 
age group, but anyone can attend. More 
than 230 attendees enjoyed talks on 
cutting-edge subjects and visiting 
interactive stands showcasing research 
and other projects throughout Wales. 

 

Community Group talks 
Prior to the COVID-19 lockdown, we 
were able to deliver 41 DNA and 
genetics and genomics-related talks to 
community-based organisations 
including The University of the Third 
Age, The Rotary Club, NHS Retirement 
Fellowships, Women’s Institute groups, 
Probus Clubs, and library groups 
throughout Wales. Topics included A 
History of DNA and Genetics, Genomics 
in the Media, DNA Fingerprinting, and 
Personalised Medicine. WGP was also 
invited to give one of these talks at an 
annual event hosted by Flintshire U3A 
for their members and local 
comprehensive school pupils.

 
Public lectures 
Wales Gene Park’s public lectures are 
aimed at engaging with a lay audience 
about genetics and genomics-related 
subjects. Attendees are varied and 
range from Sixth Form students 
through to retired members of the 
public. An example from 2019-20 was 
a talk entitled ‘Unravelling the Double 
Helix: The Lost Heroes of DNA’, attended 
by over 200 members of the public. 

 

•  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interactive Stand 
Wales Gene Park’s Interactive 
Stand visited a range of public 
events throughout the year 
including: 

• Cardiff’s Capitol Shopping Centre 
as part of a public engagement 
with science initiative during 
school holidays 

• Cardiff University School of 
Medicine’s Life Sciences Schools’ 
Challenge and Division of 
Infection and Immunity Annual 
Research Conference 

• Health and Care Research Wales’ 
Let’s Talk Research public event 

• Health and Care Research Wales 
Annual Research Conference 
(where WGP won the award for 
Most Engaging Stand, voted for 
by conference delegates) 

• Brownie and Girl Guiding STEM 
event 

• Techniquest After Hours ‘Rogue 
Cells’ cancer-themed event  

• Brynmawr Summer Science 
Fayre 

• Cardiff University School of 
Medicine’s Open Day 
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Patients 
A variety of events to support Rare 
Disease Patients were held throughout 
the year. 

 

Lynch Syndrome Day  
Over 80 patients, family members and 
professionals joined the Lynch 
Syndrome Awareness Day we organised 
in collaboration with Lynch Syndrome 
UK. In addition to attendees, 8 charities 
and patient organisations came along 
to exhibit at the event and raise 
awareness of support and information 
available to families affected by the 
condition.  
 
In addition to presentations about 
clinical aspects of Lynch Syndrome and 
opportunities to become involved in 
research, the day also raised awareness 
of the new lynch syndrome screening 
programme that has been introduced in 
the NHS in Wales.  
 
Lots of great feedback was received 
from patients who attended the day 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tuberous Sclerosis Association Family Day  

In September, we supported the 
Tuberous Sclerosis Association to hold a 
Family Day in Wales. The day provided 
opportunities for families to network 
with each other, hear talks about 
research opportunities available in Wales 
and how care and management for the 
condition has changed since the 
introduction of specialist clinics. 
Approximately 40 patients, families and 
professionals attended the day 

 

www.walesgenepark.cardiff.ac.uk 

 
Rare Disease Annual Patient Network Meeting 
The 5th Annual Rare Disease Network meeting was hosted by Wales Gene 
Park & Genetic Alliance UK and was attended by over 70 members of the 
network, professionals and charities.  
 
The range of topics covered included ‘How genomics is benefiting patients’, 
‘Developments in the area of rare disease medicines and gene and cell 
therapies’ as well as a workshop about ways to keep well and manage 
emotional and mental health. Hannah Carter, from the charity Gofal, led the 
workshop. Several network members also shared their experience 
The event included the launch of the WGP Rare Disease Research Gateway, 
after the initial consultation with members of the network at a previous 
annual meeting. It also provided an opportunity for members to have input 
into a project called ‘Rare Resources’ which has been adapted for Welsh 
families. The resources have been developed for patients and carers 
affected by rare diseases and also includes resources for professionals. The 
aim is to provide support and signposting for families following a diagnosis 
of a rare or undiagnosed genetic condition. 

 

Twitter Takeover by Len Richards, Chief Executive of Cardiff & Vale UHB   
As part of WGP Rare Disease Day activities, Len Richards was invited to take 
over our twitter feed for an hour and answer questions from other twitter 
users. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rare Disease Day Annual Reception at the Senedd  
This year's Rare Disease Day reception at the Senedd attracted a record 
number of attendees, with over 120 people attending the event. Stakeholders 
included patients, carers, health professionals, researchers, commissioners, 
industry and parliamentarians.  
 
Angela Burns AM, Chair of the Cross-
Party Group for Rare, Genetic and 
Undiagnosed conditions provided an 
update on actions following two 
meetings held since the group’s 
establishment in October.  Sioned 
Lewis provided an account of her 
experiences of a rare, pituitary 
condition and Dr Graham Shortland, 
Chair of the Rare Disease 
Implementation Group spoke about 
progress delivering the Welsh Rare 
Disease Implementation Plan 
including plans to establish a SWAN 
(syndromes without a name) clinic for 
both children and adults in 2020.

  

“Lots of information to 
soak up”  
 
“Speakers all great. Venue 
good, good location”  
Attendees 

Lynch Syndrome Day 
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Health Professionals 
Ten events were held throughout the year for professionals. Highlights included:  

Living with Genetic Conditions 
Six sessions - which comprise talks from a Genetic Counsellor and individuals 
affected by genetic conditions - were delivered at Cardiff University, Swansea 
University, the University of South Wales and Cardiff Metropolitan University. Over 
450 nursing, midwifery and Allied Health Professional students attended the 
sessions which covered Lynch syndrome, Fragile-X syndrome, Sickle Cell Disease 
and Thalassaemia, tuberous sclerosis and Usher syndrome. 
 
Wales Student Health Forum (WSHF) 
The WHSF is an innovative group of healthcare students who are passionate about 
shaping the learning experience of healthcare students within Wales. The group 
consists of representatives from the Healthcare Education Commissioner for Wales 
- Workforce, Education and Development Services and students from each cohort 
of each healthcare course within Wales. WGP was invited to give a genetics talk 
to the forum members at their April meeting. 
 
Lynch Syndrome Testing of Colorectal Cancer Launch Event  

This event brought together over 60 expert health professionals and other 
stakeholders in Cardiff to launch the Lynch Syndrome Testing Pathway in Wales. 

 

 
Network for European CNS Transplantation and Restoration (NECTAR) Annual Meeting   
The 29th Annual Meeting of NECTAR, held in Cardiff, brought together just 
under 100 scientists, clinicians, patient advocates and industry partners 
from across Europe and the international community to share the latest 
research in repairing the damage to the central nervous system as a result 
of degenerative diseases. 
 
SCE Revision course 
The annual Clinical Genetics Revision Course, hosted by the All Wales 
Medical Genetics Service, was held for doctors training and specialising in 
this area of medicine. The meeting was attended by 26 doctors from across 
the UK and Ireland. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“Really well delivered course.  Would highly recommend to 
other SpRs.”  
 
“Teaching specifically tailored to exam.  Very helpful.”   
 
SCE Revision course attendees 
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“It was great that the 
speaker was so open with 
giving her story and 
information. Opened my 
eyes to a genetic condition 
that was previously 
unknown to me”  

Student, University of South Wales 
Living with Genetic Conditions 
Event  



“This course has enriched my knowledge on certain topics 
and will have a positive impact on my A level teaching”  
 
“What an excellent event! Useful for both GCSE and A-level. 
Some really interesting, knowledgeable speakers. Thank 
you!”  
 
“Very interesting and applicable to the A-level spec.”  

 

Teachers at CPD events 

 

Schools and Colleges  
A varied programme, aimed at supporting genetics and genomics secondary 
education and raising awareness of relevant careers, included:    

 
Sixth Form Genetics and Genomics  
The sixth Wales Gene Park Schools’ Genetics Roadshow ran throughout the 
autumn 2019 and spring 2020 terms. The roadshow, which is delivered 
across Wales and the border counties, offers free DNA, genetics and 
genomics-related talks to year 12 and 13 students in their own school or 
college. At each event expert speakers from universities, the NHS and the 
bio-tech sector, gave talks on topics such as medical genetics, inherited 
disorders, ethics in genetics, epigenetics, molecular ecology, forensics, 
cancer genetics, genetic engineering, pathogen genomics and sequencing 
technologies. Students had the opportunity to learn about new genetics and 
genomics-related areas and gain an insight into relevant courses and 
careers. Wales Gene Park organised 33 events in total involving over 50 
schools and colleges and over 1800 student. The last few events were 
cancelled due to Covid-19 restrictions. 
 
Teachers’ Genetics and Genomics Continuing Professional Development Event  
A ‘Cutting-Edge Biology’ CPD event for secondary biology teachers was held 
in collaboration with Techniquest, University of South Wales and STEM 
Learning. The day-long course provided the 36 attendees with updates on 
research and advances in the fast-moving field of genetics and genomics 
and included talks from expert speakers on topics including genomic 
medicine, epigenetics, DNA fingerprinting, plant gene editing, pathogen 
genomics and rapid genome sequencing. There was also a hands-on DNA 
fingerprinting laboratory session and a tour of the Crime Scene House and a 
careers showcase. 
 
Student Career Events 
Wales Gene Park supported several school and college career-focused 
events providing information on genetics and genomics-related courses and 
careers. 
 
Sutton Trust Summer School 
This event, for year 12/13 students, was held in collaboration with the 
Sutton Trust and Cardiff University.  Wales Gene Park organised a talk on 
ethical dilemmas in genetics/genomics. 
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“It went really well. The 
attendees seemed 
interested and asked some 
good questions. I especially 
liked that the event had 
been advertised to other 
local schools”  

Speaker Schools’ Roadshow. 

“Very interesting learning 
about the different impacts 
that our genetics can have 
on us. Could link the talk 
back to my Biology A-Level. 
Explored a different sort of 
field in a biology career. 
Made me think about 
possible careers in biology” 
Student Participant, Schools’ 
Roadshow 

Speaker Schools’ Roadshow. 



Policy 
Wales Gene Park works to ensure that patients and the public have opportunities to be involved in research, service 
and policy development. Examples during 2019-2020 include the review of Non-Invasive Pre-Natal Diagnosis 
Information Sheets, development and testing of the Rare Disease Research Gateway (see Case Study 6), consultation 
for the Rare Resources Information toolkit and the planning for a workshop held by the Midlands and Wales Cell & 
Gene Therapy Collaborative on attitudes to gene and cell therapy. 
 

The Cross-Party Group for Rare, Genetic and Undiagnosed Conditions 
On 2nd October 2019, the Cross-Party Group (CPG) for Rare, Genetic and Undiagnosed Conditions was launched in the 
Welsh Parliament. The first meeting saw stakeholders gather to discuss the effect of having a rare, genetic condition 
on mental health. See Case study 5 for more details. 

 
Rare Disease Implementation Group  
Wales Gene Park represents the third sector on the Welsh Rare 
Disease Implementation Group, working to highlight support 
and information gaps for patients and families and to help raise 
awareness of where resources should be targeted.  
WGP attended the UK Rare Disease Forum Conference 2019 in 
Edinburgh in October to represent Welsh interests in the UK 
Strategy for Rare Diseases. 
 
Health Technology Wales  
Wales Gene Park provides a Patient & Public Involvement 
Advisor for Health Technology Wales. This gives WGP the 
opportunity for input into their Strategy and supports the 
selection of PPI arrangements for health technology appraisals 
through membership of the PPI Standing Group.  

 
 
 
 

Genomics Partnership Wales Engagement   
Wales Gene Park is one of the partners in Genomics Partnership Wales and delivers a range of Education & Engagement 
events on their behalf. 
 
Genomics Partnership Wales Genomics Roadshow 
To engage with health professionals about advances in genomic medicine in Wales, including Welsh Government’s 
Genomics for Precision Medicine strategy, Genomics Roadshow talks continued to be delivered throughout Wales by experts 
working in the field. In 2019-20, talks were delivered at the following 
meetings and locations:   

• Bangor University Summer School 
• Bronglais Hospital  
• Neath Port Talbot Pharmacy Lunchtime Seminar 
• Nevill Hall Grand Round  
• Singleton Hospital Grand Round  
• Withybush Hospital Grand Round 
• Royal Glamorgan Hospital SpR Training Day  
• University of South Wales Care Sciences Lunchtime Seminar 

 
Genomics Partnership Wales Conference Stand 
As part of the engagement programme, a conference stand has been exhibited at various meetings and events throughout 
Wales. The stand provides information relating to GPW and advances in genomic medicine in Wales, including newsletters, 
literature and sign-up sheets for interested professionals to subscribe to updates. The stand visited 18 events across 
Wales in the reporting period. 
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Public Genomics Cafes 
As part of the GPW engagement programme, Wales Gene Park established a new Public 
Genomics Cafe initiative, aimed at engaging with the public and those affected by rare 
and genetic conditions about genomics in an informal environment.  
Cafes are free, open to all and held in accessible venues throughout Wales. They include 
short, relaxed talks about genomics relating to health and medicine, and guest slots from 

researchers, health professionals and those 
affected by genetic and rare conditions, who share 
personal experiences. The events provide a 
channel through which genomics-related content including clinical, research and 
policy information, as well as events and networks, are shared. There are also 
opportunities to chat, ask questions and meet others including members of the rare 
disease community, health professionals (e.g. Genetic Counsellors) and researchers. 
Attendees are invited to shape future cafes, providing suggestions on logistics, 
speakers and content.  

 
As the initiative develops, stakeholder will be involved in running cafes with support. Initial responses have been 
extremely positive with good participation from professionals and the public. Outcomes have already included follow-on 
talks, research participation interest, and recommendation of the cafes for wider adoption by Wales' Chief Scientific Adviser 
for Health. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Outcomes 

Wales Gene Park has increased membership for its genetic and genomics 
networks for teachers, professionals, patients and the public. The Education 
and Engagement team organised 89 different events between April 2019 and 
March 2020 in which 5542 people took part. Many more visited the Wales 
Gene Park’s interactive stand which has been exhibited at many external 
events. In total, we have reached: 

• Health Professionals: 33 events & 957 attendees 

• Schools/Colleges: 14 events & 1968 attendees 

• Public/Patients: 62 events & 3617 attendees 
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As a patient and patient charity founder it is very important to get the patient voice heard in the work of 
organisations such as Wales Gene Park. Being involved in their rare disease and genetics education projects is 
very rewarding and well received in the community. Indeed, the patient is the expert in their own condition. 
Rare Disease Patient Advocate & Charity Founder 
  

Meeting others face-to-face in a relaxed environment has been so beneficial. Despite having different rare conditions, 
so many common concerns and issues. Great to have the opportunity to hear and share experiences and the good 
practices that can make life easier and more manageable.            Rare Disease Parent Carer & Advocate 
  

I regularly speak about Genomics at a variety 
of events, but never anything quite like the 
Genomics Café. I really valued the opportunity 
to engage with a small group and form our 
discussions around the aspects of my talk that 
interested them the most. All with a cup of tea 
in hand! 
Genomics Cafe Speaker 
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Achieving Impact 

Wales Gene Park aims to provide research expertise across 
Wales to help create a sustainable, internationally competitive 

environment for genetic and genomic research, ultimately 
leading to improved health, wealth and prosperity for the 
people of Wales. 

 

 
 

£10.3M 
 

 
Grant Income 
Supported  
21 Successful 

Grant Awards 

Working collaboratively across a range of 
healthcare specialties, Wales Gene Park is 
focused on achieving significant impact for 
its research as demonstrated in the 
following exemplars: 

• Providing access to NGS technologies, 
including the Illumina Novseq6000 
sequencing platform and DRAGEN 
bioinformatic hardware (Case Study 1). 
Wales Gene Park can now sequence and 
analyse even more numbers of samples 
with greater speed and lower cost than 
ever before. This allows researchers to 
conduct large, high-powered studies in-
house.  

• The application of single-celled 
sequencing is a vital tool to help uncover 
the molecular basis of disease aetiology. 
Working with Dr Francesca Keefe, Wales 
Gene Park have analysed the expression 
of disease relevant genes during brain 
development (Case Study 2). 

• Working with commercial partners is an 
essential route to drive research 
discoveries through to novel 
therapeutics. Wales Gene Park are 
working with the company Cellesce to 
study their patient derived organoids to 
develop pre-clinical models of colorectal 
cancer (Case Study 3). 

• A major component in understanding how 
genetic variation leads to disease requires 
the ability to manipulate genetic material 
in precise and directed ways, through 
techniques such as CRISPR. Wales Gene 
Park offer this expertise through their 
Genome Editing and Transgenic work 
package (Work Package 1). 

• Working closely with the Advanced 
Research Computing Cardiff (ARCCA) team, 
Wales Gene Park are developing the tools 
required to perform Artificial Intelligence 
and Machine learning based analyses of 
large datasets derived from genomic 
experiments (Case Study 4). 

• As well as providing a vital role in 
supporting genomic research, Wales Gene 
Park disseminate expert knowledge to 
colleagues at the heart of Welsh 
government to ensure genomics can 
deliver greater societal impact. This has 
led to the setting up of the rare disease 
cross-party working group (Case Study 5). 

• To achieve the greatest impact for patients 
with rare and/or genetic diseases and their 
families, Wales Gene Park provide a range 
of events to disseminate the role of 
genomics in disease research and work 
closely with charities to support those 
affected. This has led to initiatives such as 
the rare disease research gateway, a co-
produced website which brings together 
information about rare disease research 
projects for Welsh patients and 
researchers in one place (Case Study 6).  
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Research Innovation 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Achieving 
Impact 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Improving 
Understanding 

 

Developing Expertise 

 
 
 

 

 

Our goal is to ensure the work of 
Wales Gene Park has an important 
impact to Wales’ society, 
environment, economy and 
culture, on top of its contribution 
to academic research. 

To achieve this, Dr Hywel Williams 
(Impact Lead) works closely with 
Dr Karen Reed (Co-Director and 
Operations Manager) to identify 
areas and projects that address 
any current limitations and build 
on those impact areas where we 
already have strength. 

Working together as a team, 
we will endeavour to 
incorporate the concept of 
impact in all our future 
operations. 
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Case Study 1 

Working with the NHS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Wales Gene Park continues to 
support the All Wales Medical 
Genomics Service (AWMGS), as they 
implement a new high-
performance compute and storage 
for diagnostic genetic service 
provision in the NHS. This new 
computer hardware, locally called 
WREN, is now installed within 
Cardiff University’s ARCCA 
(Advanced Research Computing at 
Cardiff) system and along with an 
Illumina DRAGEN system, will soon 
be fully operational for diagnostic 
provision. 
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Wales Gene Park are 
routinely using the Illumina 
NovaSeq™ 6000 
sequencing platform, 

hosted within the All Wales 
Medical  Genomics Service - 
AWMGS, purchased by Welsh 

Government for diagnostic 
and research sequencing 
provision. 

 
 

Wales Gene Park also continue to 
contribute to the broader 
development of IT provision for 
genomic medicine in Wales, through 
the Genomic Partnership Wales IT 
implementation group. 
 
Wales Gene Park are working with 
AWMGS and Genomics Partnership 
Wales colleagues to develop the 
strategy for sharing high throughput 
sequencing resources to support the 
research communities in Wales. 



The NovaSeq™ 6000 system provides high 
throughput state-of-the-art, flexible NGS 
sequencing, to support clinical and research 
applications in Wales. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Diagnostic Translation of Research 
 

In a collaboration between The Inherited Tumour 
Syndrome Research Group (Cardiff University), a 
research team in Erasmus MC Rotterdam and 
AWMGS, 133 patients with Tuberous sclerosis 
(TSC) or TSC-like clinical symptoms who lacked a 
molecular diagnosis (the gene mutation causing 
the disease was not known, although clinical 
diagnosis based on symptoms was confirmed),  
were screened using next generation sequencing 
by Wales Gene Park. The analysis focused on 
looking for mutations in the TSC1 and TSC2 
genes, because these are known to have disease 
causing mutations associated with TSC. 

 

This research study found two new different recurrent 
deep intronic mutations in 6 patients. Recurrent 
intronic mutations occur in parts of a gene that do not 
code for proteins, but can, nevertheless, sometimes 
disrupt gene function.  
 
Both mutations were included in a screen conducted 
by AWMGS of other TSC patients without an identified 
TSC1/2 mutation. A further two individuals were 
identified. These variants will now be included in the 
standard diagnostic pipeline for TSC diagnostic 
testing conducted by AWMGS. 
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Case Study 2 
Unravelling the diversity within human inhibitory 
interneurons using single-cell RNA sequencing 

 

Wales Gene Park 
have a breadth of 
knowledge and 
expertise, which is 
successfully applied 

to a spectrum of 
studies.  

 

Single-cell RNA 

sequencing is a 
powerful tool for 
teasing apart the 

molecular diversity 
between cells, to 
examine how cells 
differ to each other 

at the molecular 
level. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The brain is a very complex 
organ, containing many different 
types of cells, both neurons and 
non-neurons (glia) cells. One 
subtype of neurons, inhibitory 
interneurons, have a very 
important role to play keeping 
brain activity in check.  A 
collaborative project with Dr 
Francesca Keefe used single-cell 
analysis to further characterise 
molecularly and physiologically 
distinct interneuron subtypes 
that are present in the brain.  
 
This is important because how 
this diversity within cell 
subtypes is achieved during 
development remains a mystery, 
and some interneuron subtypes 
have been implicated in 
neuropathologies, including 
schizophrenia, autism and 
epilepsies. Ultimately, 
determining disease aetiology, 
and the cause of subtype-
dependent vulnerability, may lie 
in the currently unknown steps 
of interneuron lineage 
determination. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A big part of Dr Keefe’s project 
was to perform longitudinal 
(repeated sampling over time) 
single-cell RNA sequencing from 
a “model system” using 
interneurons derived from human 
embryonic stem cells and 
comparing this to authentic 
interneurons from human foetal 
tissue. This work simultaneously 
provided a candid evaluation of 
the stem cell model and gave a 
novel molecular characterisation 
of differentiating interneurons at 
single-cell resolution.  
 
Encouragingly, the stem cell 
derived interneurons shared 
many common gene sets with 
their authentic counterparts in 
the foetal brain. Moreover, 
several known risk genes 
associated with neuropathology 
were found to be expressed. 
Future work manipulating the 
expression of these select risk 
genes could uncover disease 
aetiology, and novel candidate 
therapeutic targets. 

.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dr Keefe’s single-cell RNA 
sequencing project is an 
exemplar of its kind at Cardiff 
University and Wales Gene Park. 
The research became a core 
component of Dr Keefe’s PhD, 
which was successfully achieved 
in February 2020. Dr Keefe has 
now begun an industrial-lead 
postdoc at Cardiff University, 
and looks forward to the next 
opportunity to work with Wales 
Gene Park.  
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Immunostaining of human embryonic stem cell derived interneurons positive for different 
subtype markers (somatostatin, calretinin and parvalbumin) and neuronal marker (TUJ1)  

Somatostatin  
Calretinin  

Parvalbumin 
TUJ1  

“Wales Gene Park 
is a remarkable 
resource, which is 
vital to research 
development.” 

- Dr Francesca 
Keefe 
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Case Study 3 
Applying patient-derived cancer organoids 
to drug discovery screening assays  

 

Wales Gene Park 
are working 
together with 
Cellesce Limited (a 

spin-out company 
from Cardiff and 
Bath Universities) 
to establish new 

pre-clinical models 
of disease using 
three-dimensional 

(3D) organoids, or 
mini-organs, that 
are derived from 

patient biopsies.  

These organoids 
can be utilized for 
testing novel 

therapeutic 
compounds.  
 

 
 
 

 
Cellesce Ltd 2020 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is an urgent and unmet 
medical need to discover and 
develop new disease-modifying 
cancer therapeutics that 
specifically target diseased cells 
and minimise adverse side-
effects. One of the hurdles to be 
overcome in identifying new 
treatments is the availability of a 
test system that accurately 
predicts the efficacy of novel 
compounds for further 
development in the clinic. 
 
3D human-derived organoids 
will potentially revolutionise the 
pre-clinical testing of novel 
therapeutic compounds. This 
work could not go ahead without 
the generous donation of human 
biopsy tissue, given with the 
consent of patients and with 
comprehensive ethical approval. 
Biopsy samples are processed in 
the lab and the resulting cells 
are cultured in dishes where they 
grow into 3D cell clusters. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

These organoids, or mini-organs, 
can be grown from healthy or 
diseased tissue and closely 
replicate the structure and 
biology of the original tissue. 
Once the organoids have grown 
in size, they can be broken apart 
to seed more replicates. In this 
way, a small amount of initial 
biopsy material can provide 
sufficient copies for small-scale 
experimentation. Genomic 
characterisation using Wales 
Gene Park facilities, confirms the 
underlying biology of each 
organoid line. 
 
Manual growth of organoids is a 
very time-consuming and labour-
intensive process and produces 
relatively small numbers of 
organoids, limiting their wide-
spread commercial use. However, 
Cellesce’s patented bioprocess 
has enabled the expansion of 
organoids on an industrial scale.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The resulting organoids are 
subject to rigorous quality control 
to prove their suitability for use in 
large scale assays by both 
commercial and academic 
institutions. The goal is to produce 
large numbers of organoids, of a 
defined size range and 
reproducible quality. This will 
enable pharmaceutical companies, 
for example, to use them in high 
throughput drug discovery assays 
to identify specific drug 
candidates for further 
development. Initial studies have 
shown that the effect of drugs on 
organoids mirrors the effects seen 
on patients in the clinic. 
 
So far, Cellesce and its partners 
have developed Colorectal Cancer 
and Breast Cancer organoid lines 
and have established a 
development pipeline for normal 
intestinal, liver and lung cancer 
lines. The Company hopes to 
extend its expertise to other 
tissues and diseases in the near 
future. 
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Light sheet 
fluorescence 
microscopy 
images of 
Cellesce’s 
colorectal 
cancer 
organoids 
captured at the 
National 
Physical 
Laboratory in 
collaboration 
with M Squared 
Lasers. 
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Case Study 4 
Developing expertise and capacity in 
machine learning techniques for 
biomarker discovery 

 
 

Machine learning is an 

approach to building 
models of data that 
adapt and learn from the 
data without human 

interference.   

 

Wales Gene Park have 
been using machine 
learning to improve both 

the diagnosis and 
patient experience in 
prostate cancer. 

 
 

 
From invasive biopsy to blood test 
 
Dr Jason Webber (Prostate Cancer UK 
Research Fellow) and Wales Gene 
Park began a collaboration in late 
2018 to analyse a dataset generated 
by Dr Webber looking at RNA levels of 
possible biomarkers for prostate 
cancer.  
 
The aim was to identify a way of 
replacing the current invasive biopsy 
techniques used to diagnose this 
condition, with a blood-based assay.   
 
Key to any analysis approach was 
identifying whether any of the 
possible biomarkers taken either 
individually or in combination could 
predict the histopathology scores 
calculated as part of the clinical 
diagnosis procedure. 

 

 
Towards machine learning  
 
The nature of Dr Webber’s request and 
the flexibility he showed with timelines 
to explore the problem, enabled us to 
perform a comprehensive review of 
different analysis approaches that 
could be applied to the problem. A 
number of approaches were short-
listed and piloted, including classical 
regression analyses, logistic regression 
and Bayesian approaches.  

 
However, it was the machine learning 
methods that showed the most 
potential and flexibility and gave a 
timely opportunity to engage with the 
explosion in artificial intelligence 
methods being developed by the 
computer science community. 
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“Support from the WGP has been fantastic and allowed 
implementation of exciting new methods for research of 

multiple biomarker combinations” 
Dr Jason Webber, Cardiff University. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Research outcomes 

 
Our exploratory work led to the 
generation of random forest models 
to predict the Gleason 
histopathology score from the RNA 
transcription measurements Dr 
Webber had generated in his patient 
samples.   
 
A review of the short-listed 
biomarkers and the error estimates 
in the model showed the potential 
for machine learning methods to be 
applied to this type of problem in 
biomarker discovery.   
 
The flexibility of machine learning 
approaches proved beneficial as we 
were subsequently able to expand 
the work to look at generating 
models to predict patient survival 
using evolutions of the same random 
forest techniques.   
 

 

 

 

Again, our biomarker models 
showed potential in accurately 
predicting patient survival. 

 

This successful pilot data was 
included as part of a grant 
application to Cancer Research 
Wales looking to improve on the 
work already undertaken by 
increasing both the number of 
patients in the study and the 
number of potential biomarkers 
screened as part of the model 
creation.   
 
This grant was subsequently funded 
and work to use samples from the 
Wales Cancer bank for RNA 
sequencing and then machine 
learning analysis began in early 
2020.  

 

 
Sharing new expertise 
 
As a result of Wales Gene Park 
developing new skills and expertise 
in this area, we have been able to 
apply our machine learning 
techniques to genomic datasets in 
different disease areas. 

 
These include a project looking 
to predict drug response based 
on sequence variants in acute 
myeloid leukaemia patents and 
a Health and Care Research 
Wales support grant looking to 
develop a blood-based assay for 
predicting response to immune 
checkpoint inhibition in cancer 
patients. 
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Case Study 5 
Cross Party Group for Rare, Genetic 
& Undiagnosed Conditions 

 
In October 2019, Wales Gene Park, in collaboration with Genetic Alliance UK, 
launched the Cross Party Group (CPG) for Rare, Genetic and Undiagnosed 
Conditions in the Welsh Parliament. 
 
Angela Burns MS, the Conservative Shadow Health Minister was nominated 
to Chair the group with Genetic Alliance UK providing the Secretariat. The 
purpose of the group is to increase awareness of rare, genetic and 
undiagnosed conditions and help ensure that patients and families affected 
by these conditions have access to appropriate care and support 
 
The inaugural meeting saw stakeholders gather to discuss the effect of 
having a rare, genetic condition on mental health. At the first meeting, the 
Chair spoke about ambitions for the group to work towards improving 
outcomes for patients with rare diseases and raising awareness of them in 
the Welsh Parliament. Speakers described patient and carer experiences of 
mental health which resulted directly from having or being affected by a rare 
condition. Dr Samuel Chawner, National Centre for Mental Health, spoke 
about the IMAGINE ID research study and informed the group that 80% of 
children affected by neurodevelopmental conditions who took part in the 
study, also met the criteria for a psychiatric condition.  
 
The second meeting included the launch of Genetic Alliance UK’s report, 
’Action for Access’, which lays out recommendations for moving forward the 
dialogue on access to rare disease medicines through a series of 
recommendations. The report is available here:  
https://actionforaccess.thesmarthub.com/custom/Downloads/GAUK_report-digital.pdf 
 
The meeting was attended by representatives from the rare disease 
community including member organisations of Genetic Alliance UK, 
the Cystic Fibrosis Trust and the National Society for Phenylketonuria. 
Presentations included case studies from the report about difficulties 
accessing medicines for those patient communities. Angela Burns MS, 
Chair of the CPG, was keen to take forward the issue of raising 
awareness of phenylketonuria (PKU) and access to sapropterin (Kuvan) 
on behalf of the patient community and requested a short debate in 
the Welsh Parliament to highlight these experiences. 
 
Since this meeting, Angela Burns MS has published an article in the 
Welsh press raising awareness of PKU and has begun a dialogue with 
the company producing Kuvan about engaging with the All Wales 
Therapeutics and Toxicology Centre for the medicine to be appraised in Wales. 
 
If you are interested in joining the Cross Party Group, please get in touch with the Secretariat, Emma Hughes, Genetic 
Alliance UK: emma@geneticalliance.org.uk  
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The overarching recommendations: 

1. Consider how psychiatric support could 
be integrated into services as well as more 
support and training for staff 

2. Consider how transition services could be 
more flexible in respect of defining the age 
of transition and considering the individual 
holistically 

3. Ensure support is based on individual 
need rather than diagnosis or age 

4. Include commitments to improve mental 
health planning and service provision in 
whatever follows the UK Strategy and 
Welsh Implementation Plan for Rare 
Diseases post 2020 

5. a) Ensure Rare Diseases are a priority area 
in the National Clinical Plan for Wales and 
full engagement takes place to develop 
high level clinical pathways for Rare 
Disease patients 

b) Ensure any changes with the current 
system of delivery/implementation groups, 
as the new Welsh NHS Executive body is set 
up, includes full consideration of Rare 
Diseases and appropriate resource /funding 
to transform and deliver services for Rare 
Disease patients in line with other groups  
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Case Study 6 
Rare Disease Research Gateway 

 
Patient and Public Involvement (PPI) is a key aspect of Wales Gene Park's programme, particularly across education 
and engagement and prioritisation and development of research. Wales Gene Park collaborate with patients and the 
public to involve them in rare disease and genetic research.  

 
The Welsh Rare Disease Research Gateway has been set up to help patients and the public get involved in research. 
Following consultation with WGP networks, primarily patients and carers affected by rare diseases, we aimed to: 
• bring together information about genetic and rare 

disease research projects from many sources in an 
accessible way 
• develop functionality to search for disease specific 

projects  
• collate information about different types of research 
• create a network of researchers who could recruit 

participants & advertise studies 
 

Design, development and usability testing of the Gateway 
took place between 2017-2019. 
The Gateway is the first of its kind in Wales, a platform 
hosting relevant genetic and rare disease research 
studies. 
 
It promotes involvement opportunities and signposts to 
research participation studies. It also collates information 
on training and up-skilling to empower and support 
participation in research.  At a recent Health and Care 
Research Wales conference, the Gateway was co-
presented as an oral presentation. It has been highlighted 
as an example of good practice. 
 

Future plans for developing Gateway include adding more studies, promoting its existence and working to improve its 

usability for patients and families. To contact the Gateway Team, email: RDGateway@cardiff.ac.uk    36  
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Case Study 7 
Genomic Data Integration: 
Brief Summary 

 
 

The Genomic Data 
Integration (GeDI,   

pronounced ‘Jedi’) project 
was funded by the MRC as 
part of the 100,000 Genomes 
Project in Wales. 

Aim 
The Genomic Data Integration 
(GeDI) project was funded as part of 
the Wales Genomic Medicine Centre 
MRC grant. GeDI scoped issues 
around the integration of genomic 
data into data safe havens, 
particularly the SAIL databank, and 
its linkage to routinely-collected 
health and administrative datasets 
for use in anonymous form for 
research.  

 
 

In our previous annual report we 
provided a summary of the findings 
to date. This included public support 
for the use of genomic data with 
health data provided proper 
safeguards are in place, and a trend 
towards the use of genomic data 
within data safe havens as the 
preferred access model. From the 
findings, we noted the need for a 
flexible model to optimise the safe 
use of genomic data with health 
datasets. 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Professor Kerina Jones 
Project Lead, Swansea University 

 
Dr Helen Daniels 
Project Researcher, Swansea University 

 
 

For more information contact the 
project lead Professor Kerina Jones 
(k.h.jones@swansea.ac.uk). 

 

 

 

Recommendations  
We now have published recommendations towards a risk-utility 
model with a flexible suite of controls to safeguard privacy and 
retain data utility for research. These are in the form of overarching 
principles aligned to the data sharing framework produced by the 
Global Alliance for Genomics and Health, and a set of practical 
control measures distilled from published literature and case 
studies of operational safe havens to be applied as required at a 
case-by-case level. We do not propose that these measures 
eradicate risk completely, but that if the risks are adequately 
understood and mitigated, there should be no reason that linked 
data should not be used in anonymised form for research in safe 
havens.   
 
Please see: Jones KH, Daniels H, Heys SM, Lacey AS and Ford DV 
(2020) Towards a risk-utility data governance framework for 
research using genomic and phenotypic data in safe havens.  
J Med Internet Res J Med Internet Res 2020;22(5):e16346,  
DOI: 10.2196/16346 
 
URL: https://www.jmir.org/2020/5/e16346 
PMID: 32412420 
 

 
 

Further work 

• We are working closely with the Wales Gene Park, as a component 
of the Welsh research infrastructure and Genomics Partnership 
Wales 

• We have a Research Assistant funded by the Wales Gene Park to 
work on the practical side of integrating genomic data with health 
and administrative datasets in SAIL 

• We are moving ahead with exciting examples of pathfinder 
projects. For example, we are working with the Swansea Neurology 
Biobank which has brought epilepsy genomic data into SAIL, and 
with a study led by Cardiff & Vale University Health Board to bring 
in genomic data about COVID-19 

 
Further information is available on request. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

www.walesgenepark.cardiff.ac.uk 
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GeDI project: 
 

An opportunity 
to participate in 
research 
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Key Achievements 
2019-2020 

 

Event Attendees 

5,527 
Network Members 
1,935 

 

 

Our Education and Engagement 
Programme reached 5,527 people 
across89 organised events by 
Wales Gene Park. 

 
 
 

We have expanded the Wales Gene 
Park Patient Network to 187 members, 
the Public Network to 677 members and 
the schools/teachers network to 474 
members, and the newly formed 
Professional network has 615 members, 
to facilitate public engagement and 
involvement in genetic and genomic 
research

 

 
 

 

Grant income supported  
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Genomics Facility 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

2,924

Bespoke analysis 38

Standard analysis 3

Training 4

QC and Packaging 26
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Looking Forward 
Supporting genomic 

 research in Wales 
into the 2020s 

 

 
We are delighted to be awarded continued 

funding from Health and Care  

Research Wales. This will enable us to 
build on our commitments to support the 
 delivery of Welsh Governments’ 

strategies, including the Genomics for 
 Precision Medicine strategy and the 

Implementation Plan for Rare 
Diseases. 

 
 

We will provide the technologies 
required by Welsh researchers through: 

• Partnership working to ensure  
the provision of NGS and 

bioinformatic facilities and 
expertise to support the needs 
of health researchers in Wales, 
 including research undertaken  

in partnership with the NHS 
 and with the commercial 

sector 
 

• Human iPSC derivation 
and genome editing to 

support researchers 
 needs through the 

provision of 
 appropriate pre- 

clinical models of 
 disease to 

understand 
 the causes of 

disease and to 
 develop and test 

potential  
 treatments 
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A Research Portal, hosted on the Wales 
Gene Park website, has been developed 
to help patients and public find 
opportunities to become involved in 
research. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Working with the experts in e-health 
research at the SAIL (Secure Anonymised 
Information Linkage) databank at Swansea 
University, and the Genetic Data Integration 
(GeDI) project team, to establish methods 
for interfacing genomic data with clinical 
and other e-health related data for research 
innovation and service development 

• Delivery of an extensive portfolio of events to 
promote health professional and public education 
and engagement, and to facilitate the informed 
involvement and participation of patients and public 
in setting research priorities in health and social care 
and in research planning, funding, dissemination and 
translation 

• Service and policy development work, working with 
Genomics Partnership Wales, the new Welsh Parliament 
Cross Party Group for rare, genetic and undiagnosed 
conditions (launched in 2019) and other partners to 
influence and develop policy areas which improve the lives 
of patients and their families 

 
 

The next generation of leaders 
With the activation of the new Wales Gene Park award, Prof Julian 
Sampson stepped down as Wales Gene Park director, passing the 
leadership to Dr Andrew Fry, a Clinical Senior Lecturer and Honorary 
NHS Consultant in Medical Genetics. Dr Fry will work closely with 
WGP Co-Directors, Dr Karen Reed (Operations Manager and Lead for 
Genomics in Research) and Mrs Angela Burgess (Lead for Education 
and Engagement), together with the newly structured executive 
management team. Together, the leadership team will ensure Wales Gene 
park activities align to enable Wales Gene Park to play a leading role in 
delivering the Welsh Government’s objectives for research, innovation, 
and engagement to progress the mainstreaming of genomics for improved 
health and wealth generation. 

 
 
 
 
 

www.walesgenepark.cardiff.ac.uk 
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Conclusion 

 
The application and utility of genomics is continuing to build 
momentum within healthcare and healthcare research in 
Wales. Genomics underpins the development of precision 
medicine for quicker and more accurate diagnosis of disease 
and for stratification and personalisation of treatment. Wales 
Gene Park, as an essential partner within Genomics 
Partnership Wales, is helping realise the ambitions of Welsh 
Government, Higher Education Institutions, the NHS and 
Industrial Partners to exploit genomic technologies to 
advance, develop and deliver better quality health and care 
services and research in Wales. 

 
 
 

The team of genomic technologists, 
bioinformaticians, genomic 
medicine and education and 
engagement practitioners that 
comprise Wales Gene Park, are 
committed to work together to 
support the delivery and 
implementation of both the Welsh 
Government’s Genomics for 
Precision Medicine strategy and the 
Welsh Rare Disease Implementation 
Plan. As an infrastructure support 
group, we focus on the provision of 
expertise and infrastructure needed 
to support a wide range of research 
and development projects in health 
priority areas throughout Wales. 

We are supporting researchers by 
providing advice and access to 
genomic technologies, including 
cutting-edge techniques using 
patient derived tissues and human 
induced pluripotent stem cells. 

 
The continued development of 
appropriate models of disease 
underpinning pre-clinical 
exploratory research, including 
advice for research ethics and study 
registration, is essential to support 
the fundamental stages of the 
translational pipeline. 
Complementing this, Wales Gene 
Park ensure the provision of 
competitively priced, bespoke NGS 
and bioinformatics for researchers 
across Wales, seeing grant income 
into Wales is spent in Wales. 

The Education and Engagement 
team deliver a large programme 
of events for a range of 
audiences, drawing on expertise 
in the Welsh Higher Education 
Institutions and the NHS. The 
team play critical roles 
delivering the Genomics 
Partnership Wales programme. 
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Glossary 
1-9 

3D Three Dimensional 

3G Third Generation 

 

A 

ARCCA Advanced Research Computing at Cardiff 

AWMGS All Wales Medical Genomics Services 

C 

COVID-19 Coronavirus disease 

CPD Continuing Professional Development  

CPG Cross Party Group 

CRISPR Clustered Regularly Interspersed Short Palindromic Repeats 

E 

EMT Epithelial to Mesenchymal Transition 

ES Embryonic Stem 

G 

GB Great Britain 

GeDI Genomic Data Integration 

GEMM’s Genetically Modified Mouse Models 

H 

HGMD Human Gene Mutation Database 

I 

iPSCs induced Pluripotent Stem Cells 
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M 

MS  Members of the Senedd  

N 

NECTAR Network for European CNS Transplantation and Restoration  

NGS Next Generation Sequencing 

P 

PKU Phenylketonuria 

PPI Patient and Public Involvement 

Q 

QC Quality Control 

S 

SAIL Secure Anonymised Information Linkage 

SCW Super Computing Wales 

SWAN Syndromes Without a Name 

T 

TB Terabytes 

TSC Tuberous Sclerosis Complex 

U 

UCL University College London 

UK United Kingdom 

UKCRN UK Clinical Research Network 

USA United States of America 

W 

WGP Wales Gene Park 

WSHF Welsh Student Health Forum 
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